A special thank you to the following companies and individuals who made donations to the Alice L. Haltom Educational Fund at the Friends, Benefactors, Sponsors, Associates, and Patron levels during the 2007-2008 fiscal year.

**Patrons:** Iron Mountain, Lavaud Staffing Solutions, PacoTech, Inc., George & Nancy Ramirez, Denise & Bruce Robertson


**Sponsors:** Altek Systems, AV Security Destructions, EOG, Kathy Fabra, Gimmal Group, Houston Dynamo, IBM, InfoCurrent, Pappas Restaurant, PB/Compulit, Plano Data, Tab Products, Versitec, Diane Walker

**Benefactors:** Brenda Clements, David Culbertson, HIS, Everis Mollon, Recall, Judy Sitton, Bonnie Smith, Janice Taylor

**Friends:** Rhonda Boehm, DMG, Judy Humphries, Ed Slayden, Southwest Solutions, Stonebridge, Thelma Welch